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A multidisciplinary design optimization framework is developed to integrate control system design and
aerostructural design of an aircraft in the conceptual design phase. The aircraft’s wings are very flexible and
the aircraft’s aeroservoelastic equations of motion are derived and integrated with the aerostructural analysis
and control system design. A two degree of freedom multi-objective control architecture capable of structural
load alleviation is proposed. The linear matrix inequalities technique is used to express the control design
process as a convex optimization problem. Time-domain analysis of the aircraft encountering an atmospheric
gust is included in the design process. The optimal trade-off between aerodynamics, structures and control
systems is found by maximizing the endurance subjected to stress constraints.
I. Introduction
Over the past few decades, with the advancements in control technology, active control technology became a solu-
tion to many aerospace design problems, including aeroservoelastic problems. Based on the accumulated knowledge
and experience, it has been well established that aeroservoelastic analysis and synthesis are not just endeavors of
choice, but are an integral part of modern aircraft design.1 The significance of aeroservoelastic considerations is even
more evident in flexible aircraft design. The demand for long endurance aircraft, especially in unmanned aircraft ap-
plication, has resulted in high aspect ratio configurations with very flexible wings, such as NASA’s Helios. This added
flexibility has drawn more interest toward the integration of aeroservoelastic synthesis in the aircraft design process.
While much research has been conducted on the application of active aeroelastic wing (AAW) technology to flutter
suppression and wing load alleviation,2–6 the integration of aeroservoelastic considerations with other disciplines in
the early stages of the design process has not been fully addressed. One of the earliest studies in aeroservoelastic
optimization was conducted by Suzuki,3 who performed simultaneous structural and control design to minimize the
wing structural weight. The optimization was subjected to control stability and stress constraints while flying through
atmospheric gust. Idan et al.7 proposed an aeroservoelastic design framework where the interaction between the
aircraft structure and control system was considered. First, a preliminary structural and control optimization was per-
formed separately. The resulting structure and control systems were then used to perform a simultaneous optimization
addressing closed-loop control margins and flutter. The same framework was later used to perform simultaneous struc-
tural and control optimization in the presence of parameter uncertainty.8 Zink et al.9 addressed the design of structural
parameters and gear ratios of a lightweight fighter performing symmetric and antisymmetric rolling maneuvers. The
optimization formulation was based on static aeroelastic equations. The integrated approach results were compared to
the results of a sequential method. The former was shown to be more effective and was converged to a lower structural
weight. The same authors also considered maneuver load inaccuracies and its effects on the optimum design.10
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A. Motivation
Traditionally, the main focus of aeroservoelastic synthesis has been either to achieve the required maneuverability, or
to avoid structural failure without having excessively stiffened wings. Only a few researchers have integrated plan-
form and control system design in order to improve the overall aircraft performance metrics such as range, endurance,
fuel consumption, and total emissions.4 Investigations have shown that aircraft performance improvement is achiev-
able by including control system design in the conceptual design process.11, 12 Also, various published results have
shown that the simultaneous optimization results are superior to designs obtained through performing sequential op-
timization.9, 13, 14 This shows that further gains for active aeroservoelastic aircraft can be achieved if simultaneous
optimization methods are used at the earlier stages of the airplane design process.
The exclusion of flight dynamics and control disciplines from the MDO design cycle not only results in a sub-
optimal solution, but may also have a detrimental effect on the design when highly flexible aircraft are considered. In
such a case, active control systems and load alleviation techniques can alter the configuration dramatically, improving
both the aircraft performance and the stability margin of the flexible aircraft. Highly flexible aircraft can deform in
unexpected ways, depending on the atmospheric conditions, as in the case of the Helios aircraft incident.15 Among the
technical recommendations included in the accident investigation that followed the crash, the development of more
advanced multidisciplinary techniques that include control systems and time-domain analysis methods appropriate to
highly flexible structures was strongly emphasized.15
The current work is a first step toward the inclusion of control systems design in the multidisciplinary design
framework for a highly flexible aircraft considering time dependent maneuvers and gust excitations. In contrast to the
current trend, where the aircraft structure is designed to withstand the critical loading conditions of a steady maneu-
vering flight, the maximum instantaneous stress is considered here. The maximum instantaneous stress is caused by
performing maneuvers, flying through atmospheric turbulence, or both. The inclusion of the time-history analysis in
the design cycle is expected to guide the optimizer away from the configurations that are more vulnerable to instabil-
ities. In order to achieve this goal, the derivation of the equations of motion is performed in a way that captures the
inertial and aerodynamic interactions between the rigid-body and deformable dynamics. Simpler formulations of the
nonlinear equations of motion of a very flexible aircraft based on quasi-coordinate method had been developed and
were presented in authors’ previous publications.16–18 The complete derivation of the equations accounting for larger
displacements and closer interactions between the two dynamics is presented in this paper. These equations allow for
large rigid-body motions with structural deflections which are presented in a modal form.
B. Proposed optimization framework
The main goal of this work is to study the effect of optimizing the control system concurrently with the aircraft wing
planform and structural sizing. The proposed framework consists of a system-level optimizer that iterates over the
system-level design variables to maximize endurance, while satisfying stress constraints.
The application of model predictive control (MPC) techniques and linear quadratic regulators (LQR) has been
used in previous work by the authors to develop gust and maneuver load alleviation systems.16, 17 Also, the results of
integrated structural and active control system design optimization have been studied.18 In this work, a more advanced
control architecture that is capable of simultaneously handling the rigid-body and the deformable dynamics is pre-
sented. This new, two degree of freedom control architecture is formulated in a linear matrix inequality (LMI) form
and linked to a discipline-level convex optimizer. This control structure is specifically developed to address multi-
objective control problems. The discipline-level objective function is a linear combination of frequency weighted
rigid-body errors, structural deformations, and control effort. The system-level optimizer governs the control synthe-
sis by varying the relative weight of different terms in the control design objective function. Mixed-norm optimization
is considered in this work. While the infinity-norm (k  k1) of the sensitivity transfer function is a good measure of the
system’s stability and robustness, the generalized 2-norm (k  kg) is a better representation of the maximum structural
deflections and rather than bounding the structural energy, it can keep the peak amplitude of the structural loading
below a desirable level.19
As previously mentioned, system-level objective is to maximize the endurance. This is calculated based on the
cruise performance. The maximum structural stresses computed for flying through a discrete vertical gust. An aug-
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mented Lagrangian particle swarm optimizer, ALPSO,20 which is a non-gradient based optimizer is used to solve the
system-level problem. The choice of a non-gradient based optimizer is due to the stress calculation, which is based on
the time-history simulation of the aircraft encountering gust. An unstable (or marginally stable) controller can result
in a diverging time solution that causes discontinuities in the constraint function, which gradient based optimizers do
not handle well.
In the next section, the nonlinear equations of motion of a very flexible aircraft are derived. The aerostructural
analysis and control synthesis are discussed in Sections III and IV. Then, in Section V, the optimization framework is
explained and finally, the obtained results are presented and discussed in detail.
II. Aeroservoelastic Formulation
The development of a mathematical model that can be used to integrate flight dynamics with other disciplines such
as structures and aerodynamics is the key to developing the proposed framework. The main challenge is to develop
an efficient mathematical model that represents the real system accurately. Some of the previous work that addressed
the AAW design was based on quasi-steady flight models, where structural deflections were converged to steady-state
conditions.9, 21, 22 Those models cannot be used to address the instantaneous stress and the system’s stability. Other
early efforts have tried to obtain the flexible aircraft equations of motion by simply adding a series of second-order
differential equations to a rigid-body model where each set of equations represents one structural mode.23, 24
Schmidt et al.25, 26 developed the equations of motion for a flexible aircraft using mean-axes method. The use of
aerodynamic strip theory and the assumption that structural displacments are small make the formulation less appeal-
ing for our application. More rigorous formulations have been developed using the quasi-coordinate methods in which
the axes system is fixed to a specific point of the undeformed aircraft, such as the undeformed center of gravity.27–30
The nonlinear equations of motion of a very flexible aircraft derived in this section using a body-fixed axes system.








































+ Lu = Û ; (3)
where, F represents the Rayleigh’s dissipation term and (̂) represents the volume density of the energy terms. Later in
the derivation, the dissipation term will be dropped, which results in a more conservative flutter speed estimation. The
two transformation matrices, Cbi and D, perform the transformation of the inertial velocities into the velocity vectors
in the body-fixed coordinate system. Figure 1 shows a deformable aircraft with its original and deformed wing, as
well as the associated axes systems. FI represents the inertial frame and FB the body-fixed frame, not necessarily
connected to the center of mass. The absolute position and velocity of an infinitesimal mass element dm on the
aircraft is given by,
R = Rc + r + u
V = _R = Vc + !  (r + u) + _u
(4)
The above vectors are graphically represented in Figure 1.
The structural deformations can be expressed in a discrete finite element formulation or as a linear combination of
mode shapes. A common choice for these mode shapes are the eigenvectors of the structural system. Although the
application of the modal representation in dynamic response and stability analysis is widely practiced, static aeroelastic
analysis is usually based on discrete finite-element methods.31 This is mainly due to the effect of lumped forces, such
as the weight of external stores, which the modal representation does not capture adequately, unless large number of
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Figure 1. A schematic drawing of a deformed aircraft and the position vectors
modes (shape functions) are considered. In our case, since no such lumped forces are present on the aircraft wing, the
modal representation is used for both static and dynamic analysis. The structural displacement and velocity can be
expressed in the modal form are as follows,
u = r ) _u = r _; (5)





xr;1 xr;2    xr;i
yr;1 yr;2    yr;i
zr;1 zr;2    zr;i
3
75 ; (6)
where, xr;i is the deformation at location r in the x direction due to the ith structural shape function. Here, the
gravitational force is modeled as a distributed force and therefore, the following terms in Equations (1) and (2) vanish.
Thus, we can write,
@L
@R = 0 ;
@L
@ = 0: (7)
















for which, U and F represent the strain energy and Rayleigh’s dissipation for the complete aircraft structure. Also, fe
represents the modal forces that act on the aircraft structure.
A. Kinetic Energy






























































where, e represents the skew-symmetric matrix used for performing the cross-product. If the origin of FB is placed at
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B. Potential Energy














xr1;1 xr1;2    xr1;i
yr1;1 yr1;2    yr1;i
zr1;1 zr1;2    zr1;i
xr2;1 xr2;2    xr2;i
yr2;1 yr2;2    yr2;i




xrj ;1 xrj ;2    xrj ;i
yrj ;1 yrj ;2    yrj ;i




C. Nonlinear Equations of Motion
Substituting the kinetic and potential energy into Equations (1, 2 and 8) and rearranging them, the equations of motion
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where, F and M are the total forces and moments about the origin of the body-frame, including propulsive and





where P is the pressure vector acting on the surface of the aircraft. Also, S1, S2, X1 and X2 are the rigid-elastic


















As can be seen from Equation (12), the above mentioned terms mainly appear in the inertia matrix and the force vector
and create interaction between the rigid and deformable dynamics. As aircraft become more flexible, the relative
magnitudes of there terms with respect to the other terms in Equation (12) become larger that results in a closer
interaction between the two dynamics.
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III. Aerostructural Analysis
The aerostructural model used in this work is shown in Figure 2. The wing spar is modeled as a hollow tubular
beam and the aerodynamic forces and moments are calculated using an in-house vortex lattice panel code.
Now that we have the equations of motion for a flexible aircraft, the steady-state equations can be derived. In order






















F +mCbig = 0
M = 0
 Kee + (S1)TCbig + fe = 0
(15)
The above equations are coupled to each other through aerodynamic forces and moments, and can be used to solve
the trim parameters (CL, CD, , e) and the steady-state wing deformation (). Note that both the drag and the thrust
forces are included in the force vector (F) in the above equation. An iterative approach with successive-over-relaxation
(SOR) is employed to find the steady-state flight conditions and deformations. This iteration is depicted in Figure 3.






−1 ((S1)TCbig + fe
)
fe ξ = diξ
Figure 3. Aerostructural iterative solver
The angle of attack and the elevator deflection angle are adjusted to trim the aircraft for level flight. Lift and drag
coefficients at cruise are used to calculate the aircraft endurance and the wing deflections are used to evaluate the
structural stresses present in the constraints. The outputs of the aerostructural solver are used to linearize the equations
of motion needed in the control synthesis.
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A. Structural Modeling
The aircraft fuselage and tail (horizontal and vertical) are considered to be rigid, and elastic deformations computed
only for the aircraft wing. Grid finite elements — also known as torsional beams — are used to model the wing
deformations. Each grid element has two nodes, each with three degrees of freedom: displacement in the z direction
and rotations about the x and y axes. The wing box is approximated as a circular cross section hollow tube with
variable wall thickness along the span. The spar diameter is dictated by the airfoil chord and the thickness to chord
ratio (t=c), the spar thickness is selected by the optimizer as the structural sizing design variable. The stiffness and
mass matrices for a grid element can be found in Paz and Leight.32 The von Mises stress can be calculated from the
modal deflections. It is worth mentioning that, the c:g: line of the wing is not aligned with the elastic-axis of the wing.
This factor has to be considered in development of the shape functions that are employed in the analysis and the shape
functions have to represent the deformation of center of mass line.
B. Aerodynamic Modeling
The vortex lattice method (VLM) is used to calculate the aerodynamic forces and moments. Figure 4 shows the
vortex rings and wake vortices generated for aerodynamic analysis of an aircraft configuration. The panel and wake
vorticities are computed by enforcing the tangential flow condition at each panel. The vorticity of each panel is then
used to compute the pressure on that panel. Using the pressure at each panel, rigid and elastic aerodynamic forces and




















where pjk and n̂jk are the pressure and the normal vector for panel j; k, respectively. The deflection due to the ith
structural mode at panel j; k is given by ijjk.
Figure 4. Sample meshed aircraft for aerodynamic analysis
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IV. Aeroservoelastic Control
The first step in control system development is to extract the nominal plant representation. We also need to linearize















O33 m ~Vc0 O3n
O33 X̂T10Vc0   ~Vc0X10 O3n
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2
64
0  g cos(0) 0
 g cos(0) 0 0
0 g sin(0) 0
3
75 : (18)






V !  v  Re
oT
_~xA/C = A~xA/C +B1d+B~u
~y = C~xA/C
; (19)
where, ~ is the vector of Euler angles ([    ]T ) and ~v represents structural deflection rates (~v = _~). The B1
matrix is used to model effect of disturbances, such as gusts, on the aircraft dynamics. Elevator and aileron deflections
are the two control inputs used in this work. The left and the right aileron deflect differentially for roll control and they
can also be commanded individually to perform load alleviation. The total control surface deflection for each aileron




















Figure 5. The proposed two DOF control architecture
where Wu, We, and Ws are the frequency-domain weighting parameters that are employed to shape the output signals








. The following weighting functions are proposed
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where frequencies !bcu , !be and !bs indicate the roll-off frequencies for the actuator deflections, rigid-body tracking
error, and structural deformations, respectively. Finally, s is used to regulate the low frequency structural deformation
and Mu is an indicator of the control surface saturation limit.
The system output is divided into two categories, while the first output vector (z1) represents the rigid-body stability
and flying qualities and also the control effort. The second output (zg) represents the structural stability and deflections
and also the control effort for regulating the structural deformations. The control system can be represented in linear






























Figure 6. Control system in LFT form






While the 1-norm is better suited for stability and robustness analysis, the generalized 2-norm can better represent
the output signal peak value. Therefore, a mixed-norm minimization is of interest in this work. Having all elements
for control synthesis in place, the design optimization problem can be stated as,
min kz1k1 + gkzgkg
w:r:t: K (22)
The LMI techniques and convex optimization methods are employed to make the problem of finding the controller
gains more tractable. More detailed discussion on the LMI representation ofH1 andHg problem can be found in the
robust and optimal control literature.19, 33, 34 A congruency transformation is required to transform the bilinear matrix











CA < 0; (23)
X > 0; (24)
MCy = CyX: (25)
And the LMI formulation of theHg problem is
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MCy = CyX: (28)
In which, A represents the state-matrix of the augmented plant (which includes the frequency-domain weighting
functions). By using the above-mentioned LMI problems, the control design problem represented in the Equation (22)
can be casted as follows,
min:  + g
w:r:t: X;N
s:t Equations(23; 24; 26 and 27)
(29)
While X and N matrices are found by solving the above problem, the M matrix can be found by solving Equation
(25). Finally, the controller gain has the following form,
K = NM 1: (30)
The above LMI problems are casted in semi-definite programming form and CVXOPT (a Python-based convex opti-
mization framework) is used to solve the problems to find the appropriate matrices and the controller gains .
V. Optimization Formulation
The objective of this framework is to increase the range of aircraft with high-aspect ratio wings, through the use
of an active load alleviation system. The design variables are selected from all three disciplines. The wing is designed
by varying the aspect ratio (AR) and spanwise twist distribution ( i). Spar thicknesses (ti) are the structural sizing
variables. Finally, the system-level control parameters are the relative weighting parameters (u1 , e, ug , s, g).
The main constraint which used to ensure the structural integrity is the stress distribution along the span (maxi ). The
critical stress condition corresponds to the maximum stress value that the aircraft wing experiences during a discrete,
1  cos, gust excitation. A diagram of the proposed MDO framework is shown in Figure 7.
In order to reduce the number of structural constraints, Kreisselmeier–Steinhauser (KS) function is used.35 The KS













The KS function satisfies the following inequality property,




A more detailed analysis on the properties of KS function and its application in optimization problems can be found
in privious works.35, 36 Based on the above mentioned property, the stress constraints can be stated as,
KS (g (i)) < 0
where, g (i) = iy   1
(33)
An additional set of constraints is required to ensure the feasibility of the designed structure. These are physical
constraints insure that the spar thickness is less than half of the spar diameter at different span-wise locations.
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Optimizer
max. Endurance
w.r.t. AR, Γi, ti, ρu∞, ρe, ρug , ρs, ρg
s.t.
|σmax|/σy − 1 < 0


















Figure 7. Proposed MDO framework for aeroservoelastic design
A. Optimization Problem
The system-level optimization can now be formulated. Spar thickness is varied at four locations along the span (root,
1=4 span, 3=4 span, and tip) and the intermediate values are linearly interpolated between each two adjacent design
sections. The wing incidence angle is fixed at the root and its value at the tip is also a design variable. The complete
system-level optimization is as follows:
min  Endurance /  CLCD ln
Winitial
Wempty





KS (g (i)) < 0
ti   Di2  0
 10   i  10
13  AR  20
0:01  u1  1:0
0:005  e  0:5
0:01  ug  1:0
1:0  s  30:0
0:001  g  5:0
(34)
A non-dimensional form of endurance is used here since the engine’s specific fuel consumption was removed from
the actual endurance formula. As mentioned before, the spar diameter is determined by the airfoil geometry. During
the course of the optimization, t=c is kept constant. This means that a variation in aspect ratio, changes the airfoil
thickness and therefore the spar diameter along the span. The stress constraint is evaluated by numerically simulating
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where wg is the maximum gust velocity, and Lg is the gust length. For our purposes, wg is set to 15 fps (4:575 m/s)
and value of 0:5 s is used for Lg . The gust scale factor (Lg) is selected so that it has the maximum excitation on the
aircraft structure is achieved.
B. Baseline model
A high altitude long endurance (HALE) UAV with large aspect ratio is the target of this study. The geometry of the
baseline aircraft is shown in Figure 8 and the geometrical parameters are listed in Table 1. More detailed information















Figure 8. 3D geometry of a generic UAV with a large span
Table 1. Aircraft geometric properties
Property Value
Fuselage length 26.4 m
Wing span 58.6 m
Wing area 196 m2
Wing taper ratio 0.48
HT span 18 m
HT area 53.5 m2
HT taper ratio 0.7
VT span 4 m
VT area 8.9 m2
VT taper ratio 0.81
A NACA 4415 airfoil is used for the wing cross-section and the chord-wise location of the spar is set to 45% of the
chord. The optimization is performed for a cruise speed of 80 m/s.
VI. Results
In this section, we present the results of the application of the controller to gust and maneuver load alleviation
system . For both the gust and maneuver cases, the results are compared against the same flight conditions with no the
load alleviation. The obtained results are presented in Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 9. Gust induced load factor and maximum stress along the span













) Load Alleviation: ON
Load Alleviation: OFF








































Figure 10. Altitude maneuver (climb) and maximum stress along the span
In both flight conditions, the load alleviation system has manged to significantly lower the magnitude of the maximum
stress along the wing span. In the second flight condition, a 1000 m climb is performed by the two controllers and as
it can be seen, not only is the stress level is reduced when the load alleviation system is on but the maneuver is also
performed at a faster rate. Thus, the load alleviation was not achieved at the cost of lower maneuverability.
A. Optimization Results
The results of the optimization with and without the inclusion of the load alleviation system is presented are Figures
11, 12 and in Table 2. The optimization results with load alleviation show a 7:82% increase in the aircraft endurance.
Although, the apste-ratio and the L=D is lower when load alleviation is on but the aircraft weight is reduced by 6:55%.
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Figure 11. Design variables distribution along the span

























































Figure 12. Wing deflection, stress, and Cl distribution along the span (cruise condition)
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Table 2. Optimization results








weight (N) 48349.94 51739.05
Endurance (Non-dim) 42.557 39.4836
Red values at their lower bounds
Blue values at their upper bounds
VII. Conclusions
We integrated the control system design and time-domain techniques into aircraft multidisciplinary design op-
timization. In order to perform time-history analysis, the equations of motion of a very flexible aircraft that can
handle large rigid-body motions and account for the structural deformations were developed. The formulation derived
herein was used to establish an MDO framework that integrates control system design and aerostructural design of
an aeroservoelastic aircraft at the conceptual design level. A 2-DOF mixed-norm control architecture that is capable
of performing load alleviation was proposed for the design process. The control structure was specifically designed
to provide the optimizer with enough freedom in designing the control gains and also the architecture is well-suited
for both regulation and tracking applications. The proposed architecture was casted in LMI form where convex opti-
mization techniques can be used to solve the control problem very efficiently. The results of applying the developed
controller to the baseline aircraft have been presented and the load alleviation system was shown to be very effective
in lowering the stress level without sacrificing the maneuverability. Finally, the proposed framework was linked with
ALPSO to optimize the aircraft endurance while maintaining the structural stresses due to gust loads below the yield
stress.
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